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Question # 1
Explain what is linear search?

Answer:-
Linear search is the simplest form of search. It searches for the element sequentially starting from the first element. This search has a disadvantage if the element is
located at the end. Advantage lies in the simplicity of the search. Also it is most useful when the elements are arranged in a random order.
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
Explain what is binary search?

Answer:-
Binary search is most useful when the list is sorted. In binary search, element present in the middle of the list is determined. If the key (number to search) is smaller
than the middle element, the binary search is done on the first half. If the key (number to search) is greater than the middle element, the binary search is done on the
second half (right). The first and the last half are again divided into two by determining the middle element.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
What is bubble sort algorithm in data structure sort and searching?

Answer:-
Bubble sort algorithm is used for sorting a list. It makes use of a temporary variable for swapping. It compares two numbers at a time and swaps them if they are in
wrong order. This process is repeated until no swapping is needed. The algorithm is very inefficient if the list is long.
E.g. List: - 7 4 5 3
1. 7 and 4 are compared
2. Since 4 < 7, 4 is stored in a temporary variable.
3. the content of 7 is now stored in the variable which was holding 4
4. Now, the content of temporary variable and the variable previously holding 7 are swapped.
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
Explain quick sort?

Answer:-
Quick sort is one the fastest sorting algorithm used for sorting a list. A pivot point is chosen. Remaining elements are portioned or divided such that elements less
than the pivot point are in left and those greater than the pivot are on the right. Now, the elements on the left and right can be recursively sorted by repeating the
algorithm.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
What is Linear-logarithm chasm?

Answer:-
The alternative to using binary search is to guess 0, then 1, then 2, then 3, and so forth, until hitting the hidden number. We refer to such an algorithm as a brute-force
algorithm: it seems to get the job done, but without much regard to the cost (which might prevent it from actually getting the job done for large problems). In this
case, the running time of the brute-force algorithm is sensitive to the input value, but could be as much as N and has expected value N/2 if the input value is chosen at
random. Meanwhile, binary search is guaranteed to use no more than lg N steps.
Read More Answers.

Question # 6
Explain Binary representation?

Answer:-
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Binary search is nearly the same computation as converting a number to binary! Each guess determines one bit of the answer. In our example, the information that the
number is between 0 and 127 says that the number of bits in its binary representation is 7, the answer to the first question tells us the value of the leading bit, the
answer to the second question tells us the value of the next bit, and so forth. For example, if the number is 77, the sequence of answers no yes yes no no yes no
immediately yields 1001101, the binary representation of 77.
Read More Answers.

Question # 7
How to Inverting a function in Sort And Searching?

Answer:-
As an example of the utility of binary search in scientific computing, we revisit a problem that we consider the problem of inverting an increasing function. To fix
ideas, we refer to the Gaussian distribution f when describing the method. Given a value y, our task is to find a value x such that f(x) = y. In this situation, we use real
numbers as the endpoints of our interval, not integers, but we use the same essential method as for guessing a hidden integer: we halve the size of the interval at each
step, keeping x in the interval, until the interval is sufficiently small that we know the value of x to within a desired precision delta. We start with an interval (lo, hi)
known to contain x and use the following recursive strategy:
* Compute m = lo + (hi - lo) / 2
* Base case: If (hi - lo) is less than delta, then return m as an estimate of x
* Recursive step: otherwise, test whether f(m) < y. If so look for x in (lo, m); if not look for x in (m, hi)
The key to this method is the idea that the function is increasing - for any values a and b, knowing that f(a) < &Phi(b) tells us that a < b, and vice versa. In this
context, binary search is often called bisection search because we bisect the interval at each stage.
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
How to search binary in a sorted array?

Answer:-
During much of the last century people would use a publication known as a phone book to look up a person's phone number. Entries appears in order, sorted by a key
that identifies it (the person's name) n both cases). A brute-force solution would be to start at the beginning, examine each entry one at a time, and continue until you
find the name. No one uses that method: instead, you open the book to some interior page and look for the name on that page. If it is there, you are done; otherwise,
you eliminate either the part of the book before the current page or the part of the book after the current page from consideration and repeat.
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
Explain exception filter?

Answer:-
We now use binary search to solve the existence problem: is a given key in a sorted database of keys? For example, when checking the spelling of a word, you need
only know whether your word is in the dictionary and are not interested in the definition. In a computer search, we keep the information in an array, sorted in order of
the key. The binary search code in BinarySearch.java differs from our other applications in two details. First, the file size N need not be a power of two. Second, it
has to allow the possibility that the item sought is not in the array. The client program implements an exception filter: it reads a sorted list of strings from a file (which
we refer to as the whitelist) and an arbitrary sequence of strings from standard input and prints those in the sequence that are not in the whitelist.
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
What is Insertion sort?

Answer:-
Insertion sort is a brute-force sorting algorithm that is based on a simple method that people often use to arrange hands of playing cards. Consider the cards one at a
time and insert each into its proper place among those already considered (keeping them sorted).
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
What is Mergesort?

Answer:-
To develop a faster sorting method, we use a divide-and-conquer approach to algorithm design that every programmer needs to understand. This nomenclature refers
to the idea that one way to solve a problem is to divide it into independent parts, conquer them independently, and then use the solutions for the parts to develop a
solution for the full problem. To sort an array with this strategy, we divide it into two halves, sort the two halves independently, and then merge the results to sort the
full array. This method is known as mergesort.
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
What is Reduction to sorting method?

Answer:-
A problem A reduces to a problem B if we can use a solution to B to solve A. Designing a new divide-and-conquer algorithm from scratch is sometimes akin to
solving a puzzle that requires some experience and ingenuity, so you may not feel confident that you can do so at first. But it is often the case that a simpler approach
is effective: given a new problem that lends itself to a quadratic brute-force solution, ask yourself how you would solve it if the data were sorted in some way. For
example, consider the problem of determining whether the elements in an array are all different. This problem reduces to sorting because we can sort the array, the
make a linear pass through the sorted array to check whether any entry is equal to the next (if not, the elements are all different.)
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
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What is Quicksort?

Answer:-
Quick sort is a divide-and-conquer method for sorting. It works by partitioning an array of elements into two parts, then sorting the parts independently. As we shall
see, the precise position of the partition depends on the initial order of the elements in the input file. 
The crux of the method is the partitioning process, which rearranges the array to make the following three conditions hold:
* The element a[i] is in its final place in the array for i.
* None of the elements a[left], ..., a[i-1] is greater than a[i].
* None of the elements in a[i+1], ..., a[right] is less than a[i].
Read More Answers.

Question # 14
Tell me are there implementations for sorting and searching in the Java libarary?

Answer:-
Yes. The Java library java.util.Arrays contains the methods Arrays.sort() and Arrays.binarySearch() that implement mergesort and binary search for Comparable
types and a sorting implementation for primitive types based on a version of the quicksort algorithm, which is faster than mergesort and also sorts an array in place
(without using any extra space). SystemSort.java illustrates how to use Arrays.sort().
Read More Answers.

Question # 15
Do you know why doesn't the Java library use a randomized version of quicksort?

Answer:-
At the very least, the library should cutoff to some guaranteed N log N algorithm if it "realizes" it is in trouble. Perhaps to avoid side effects. Programmers may want
their libraries to be deterministic for debugging. But the library only uses quicksort for primitive types when stability is not an issue, so the programmer probably
wouldn't notice the randomness, except in running time.
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
What is Range search?

Answer:-
Given a database of all tolls collected in NJ road system, devise a scheme to answer queries of the form: extract sum of all tolls collected in a given time interval. Use
a Toll data type that implements the Comparable interface, where the key is the time that the toll was collected.
Read More Answers.

Question # 17
What is Bitonic search?

Answer:-
An array is bitonic if it is comprised of an increasing sequence of integers followed immediately by a decreasing sequence of integers. Given a bitonic array a of N
distinct integers, describe how to determine whether a given integer is in the array in O(log N) steps. Hint: find the maximum, then binary search in each piece.
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
Explain which of the following is true about asort?
â€¢ Sorts highest to lowest by value maintaining key association.
â€¢ Sorts lowest to highest by key maintaining key association.
â€¢ Sorts highest to lowest by key, re-indexing the array.
â€¢ Sorts lowest to highest by value, re-indexing the array.

Answer:-
Sorts lowest to highest by key maintaining key association.
asort()
This function sorts an array such that array indices
maintain their correlation with the array elements they are
associated with. This is used mainly when sorting
associative arrays where the actual element order is
significant.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
Tell me why might quick sort might be better than merge sort

Answer:-
Quick sort also preserves order. Merge sort has undefined behavior wrt order.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
Tell me what is quick sort?

Answer:-
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Quick sort is one the fastest sorting algorithm used for sorting a list. A pivot point is chosen. Remaining elements are portioned or divided such that elements less
than the pivot point are in left and those greater than the pivot are on the right. Now, the elements on the left and right can be recursively sorted by repeating the
algorithm.
Read More Answers.

Question # 21
What is Mergesort and Hashtable?

Answer:-
In short:
Mergesort is a sorting algorithm that follows the paradigm of: divide and conquer:
1) recursivly split the array in 2
2) until the array length is 1 ( or the pointers start and end are equal)
3) merge the sorted array an return the array sorted
Read More Answers.

Question # 22
Do you know what is linear search?

Answer:-
Linear search is the simplest form of search. It searches for the element sequentially starting from the first element. This search has a disadvantage if the element is
located at the end. Advantage lies in the simplicity of the search. Also it is most useful when the elements are arranged in a random order.
Read More Answers.

Question # 23
Tell me which of the following maintain index associations?
â€¢ ksort
â€¢ asort
â€¢ sort

Answer:-
These are php sorting methods.
ksort and asort maintain index associations and sort from lowest to highest. ksort sorts keys.
sort doesnt maintain index associations.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
What is Binary Search Tree and explain its time complexity?

Answer:-
Traverse: O(n). Coz it would be visiting all the nodes once.
Search : O(log n)
Insert : O(log n)
Delete : O(log n)
Binary Search is a searching algorithm that is used on a certain data structure (ordered array) to find a if an element is within the array through a divide a conquer
technique that takes the middle value of the array and compares it to the value in question. If the value is less, then compare the value in question to the lower
mid-value and if greater, vice versa until you find the value or determine that it is none of the elements within the array. All a Binary Search Tree is a visual concept
that allows one to see this divide a conquer technique in an easier way. For example, given : Array A = {1,2,4,6,10,20,35} we ask if the number 35 is there. First you
would compare 20 to 6. 20<,>,= 6? Greater than, so compare the mid value of upper range. 35>,<,=20? greater than, compare next greater mid value. 35>,<, = 35 ?
Equal. So it has been search with only three comparisons, with the worst time complexity of O(log(n)).
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
Explain binary search?

Answer:-
Binary search is most useful when the list is sorted. In binary search, element present in the middle of the list is determined. If the key (number to search) is smaller
than the middle element, the binary search is done on the first half. If the key (number to search) is greater than the middle element, the binary search is done on the
second half (right). The first and the last half are again divided into two by determining the middle element.
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
How to sort 1 million floating point numbers?

Answer:-
Radix Sort.. easily can be done.. user bitwise operations to bucket the numbers.. same algorithm can be used for negative and positive mix of fp numbers with some
minor modification to the initial list
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
What is bubble sort algorithm?

Answer:-
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Bubble sort algorithm is used for sorting a list. It makes use of a temporary variable for swapping. It compares two numbers at a time and swaps them if they are in
wrong order. This process is repeated until no swapping is needed. The algorithm is very inefficient if the list is long.
E.g. List: - 7 4 5 3
1. 7 and 4 are compared
2. Since 4 < 7, 4 is stored in a temporary variable.
3. the content of 7 is now stored in the variable which was holding 4
4. Now, the content of temporary variable and the variable previously holding 7 are swapped.
Read More Answers.
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